What’s in the box
Housing
Earpiece
Controller
Mini plug
List of items
in package:
Main unit
Earpieces
Pouch

Specifications
Product code
Impedance
Sensitivity
Weight
Cable

In-C1
20Ω
105dB
15g
120cm

Warranty and after service
The warranty for this product is valid for 1 year from
the day of purchase. During the warranty period, we
will repair the product based on the provisions below.
The warranty is only valid in the country in which the
product was purchased. Please contact the store you
purchased the product from regarding questions pertaining to repairs. For products purchased outside your
country of residence and for support after the warranty
period, please contact us using the Contact Form on
our website.
1. During the warranty period, we will repair the
product free of charge if the product failed even
though it was used in accordance with the
instructions in the User's Manual and the Warning
and Caution sections.
2. In the following cases, repairs to the product will
be subject to a fee even during the warranty period:
1. (1) The necessary documentation noted in the
1. (1) warranty card is not complete.
1. (2) The earphones were subjected to a strong
1. (1) impact or were allowed to get wet. Product
1. (1) failure or broken wires resulting from an
1. (1) excessive use of force on the cables.
1. (3) Failure of the product or damage caused as a
1. (1) result of fire, earthquake, storm or flood damage,
1. (1) lightning strike or other natural disaster.
1. (4) Repair of scratches on the surface of the
1. (1) housing or repair of the housing itself.

Notes on Use
．The way you position the earphone in your ear
．affects the sound quality. We recommend trying
．different positions by moving the earphone around
．while playing music. This will allow you to find the
．position that generates your most preferred sound.
．Once you figure out your favorite position it will be
．easy to set that position each time. The shapes of a
．person's right ear and left ear are usually different.
．Therefore, the best position for each ear is usually
．different as well.
．When removing the earphone from your ears,
．always hold the main unit first and then remove.
．Pulling the cord could cause the wire to become
．disconnected.
．Because the housing is made of metal, if you bring
．the earphone from a cold environment and the
．temperature rapidly changes, condensation could
．occur inside the housing. In such a case, leave it for
．a while until any condensation inside the unit
．evaporates and then use the product.
．Do not apply strong impacts to the earphones or put
．excess force on the cable. If the product fails or
．wires are broken due to abnormal use, the product
．warranty is invalidated.

．Leaving the product in locations exposed to direct
．sunlight, high humidity, or a dusty environment
．could cause the product to fail.
．If the product fails, do not attempt to disassemble.
．The earphone jack is for stereo reproduction only.
．If the earphone is connected to a monaural output
．jack, sound may not come out of one side.

Maintenance
Gently remove any build-up from the mesh filter with
the tip of a toothpick.
Please take care to ensure that no foreign particles
fall inside when doing so.
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